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Abstract
Up to now, most of the research efforts to improve performance of programs based on hardware
transactions were devoted to designing new hybrid transactional memories and transactional lock
elision algorithms to speedup software fallback paths. Unfortunately hardware transactions remain
insufficiently exploited, limited especially on microarchitectures where the access set is particularly
limited, like the IBM Power8.
By contrast, we propose a novel class of concurrent data structures, called space-constrained data
structures, especially designed to boost programs based on hardware transactions. To illustrate
our idea we propose a concurrent sorted tree with insertions and deletions of time complexity
O(log log m) where m is the size of the key range. Preliminary experiments on the Synchrobench
benchmark suite show that our space-constrained tree leads to a 5-fold speedup over a traditional
red-black tree on a 10-core IBM Power8.
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Introduction

Transactional memory is now supported in hardware in modern processors, ranging from Intel Haswell
and Skylake to IBM Power8 microarchitectures. Hardware support means unprecedented performance
compared to the traditional software transactional memory libraries. Since hardware transactions are
inherently limited by physical capacities, a software fallback mechanism is necessary. The solution
is to use either hybrid transactional memory [5] with best-effort hardware transaction and software
transaction or transactional lock elision [16] that consists of trying to speculatively execute a critical
section in a fast path hardware transaction before reverting potentially to a fallback path that handles
the synchronization in software.
Unfortunately, the cost of the software fallback is prohibitive, and sometimes annihilates the benefit
of the hardware transaction. A naive implementation of the software fallback path consists of acquiring
a global lock that serializes the critical section similar to an irrevocable transaction. The hardware
transaction simply has to start by reading (or subscribing to) the lock to make sure conflicts with the
software path will be detected during the course of its execution. Unfortunately, this naive approach
suffers from contention issues, like the lemming effect in which a lock acquirement, caused by an abort
of a hardware transaction, forces all other transactions to abort and to try to acquire the lock in
turn [7].
Numerous improvements were proposed in the past years to cope with the cost of the software
path [1, 4, 6, 8, 10]. Lazy subscription [4] lets the hardware transaction postpone its subscription to the
lock, however, this may lead to inconsistencies [6]. Read-write lock-elision exploits the suspend/resume
features of the Power8 to avoid using hardware transactions and to guarantee progress of read-side
critical sections [10]. Amalgamated lock elision exploits fine-grained locks in the fallback path to detect
conflicts with the fast path [1]. Allowing only one software thread to hold the lock [8] simplifies the
software path to offer a middle-ground between hybrid transactional memory and transactional lock
elision. Most of these solutions have shown promising performance improvements on binary search
trees, either used as micro-benchmarks [17] or as database tables of more elaborate applications [14].
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In contrast with this body of work, we propose to improve performance by devising space-constrained
data structures accessed by hardware transactions. The challenge lies in constraining the data structure
size to maximize the success of hardware transactions while avoiding the need to revert to the slow
software fallback path. In particular, we suggest the exploration of data structures whose universe
is constrained appropriately to fit within the hardware boundaries [18]. Besides the perfect fit for
hardware transactions, these data structures offer asymptotically better time complexity in O(log log m)
than the classically used O(log n) data structures with n ≤ m the number of elements taken from the
range of size m. Note that the previous attempts to limit the size of software transactions in data
structures [3, 9] did not reduce the step complexity of accesses but rather split accesses in multiple
transactions.
To illustrate our proposal, we present a space-constrained tree resulting from a concurrent variant of
a van Emde Boas tree [18] that leverages the Power8 hardware transactions. To this end, we started
adding hardware transactional memory to Synchrobench [11], a benchmark-suite to evaluate synchronization techniques. Until now, Synchrobench has compared algorithms synchronized with lock-based
techniques, lock-free techniques, read-copy-update and copy-on-write, or software-only transactional
memories. Our preliminary performance evaluation shows that our space-constrained tree can achieve
up to 5× higher performance than a classic red-black tree.
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Constraints of Hardware Transactions

In this section, we illustrate the importance of minimizing the size of hardware transactions to maximize
their chance of committing.
A hardware transaction accesses a series of memory
locations, whose values get recorded in what is called
the read set or the write set of the transaction. During the execution of the hardware transaction, these read
and write sets are progressively stored in a hardware dedicated structure that has a limited storage capacity. At
runtime, if a new access cannot be recorded in the data
structure, then the corresponding hardware transaction
aborts.
The IBM Power8 is particularly sensitive to the
length of the hardware transaction as it offers a data
structure relatively small in comparison to the size of the
caches used by the Intel Haswell to store the read and Figure 1: Abort rate of read-only hardware
write sets. To measure empirically the probability for a transactions on IBM Power8
hardware transaction to abort depending on its size, we reused the capacity benchmark of Hasenplaugh,
Nguyen and Shavit [12] and plotted the frequencies of abort while we increased the transaction size in
cache lines and cache line strides. A stride of k indicates that only the first of k consecutive cache lines
are accessed. Depending on the associativity of the structure, a stride of k > 2 increases the chances
of abort.
Figure 1 depicts the capacity of the Power8 simply under read-only workloads and confirms that
the read set of hardware transactions cannot span 64 cache lines, regardless of the placement of cache
lines as 100% of the hardware transactions would abort. In addition, we observe that hardware transactions start aborting when they use 8 cache lines depending on the accessed cache lines, illustrating
the effects of associativity.
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A Space-Constrained Tree

The space-constrained data structure we explore is a van Emde Boas tree [18] (vEB tree), a recursive
tree structure capable of holding elements in the range [0, m − 1] where m = 2k for integral k. A vEB
2
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tree of size m consists of √m child vEB trees, each of size m. Additionally, each tree maintains an
auxiliary vEB tree of size m to keep track of nonempty children. The minimum and maximum values
stored in a tree are only stored in the root of the tree and not in any of its children. These properties
are the key to the O(log log m) time complexity of the search, insert and delete operations.
Naively, this structure will take O(m) space as memory must be allocated for every possible value
in our universe of m elements. We improve on this by only allocating memory to child and auxiliary
trees when they are needed, so in practice the memory usage is reduced for trees holding few elements.
To evaluate the performance of the vEB tree with HTM, we implement a sequential version of the
tree and simply wrap the sequential operations in hardware transactions. This allows us to use the
HTM capabilities of the Power8 with minimal extra programming effort.
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Evaluation

Red-black tree

Millions operations per second

Millions operations per second

We added our space-constrained tree to Synchrobench [11] to compare its performance against the
red-black tree on the same ground. We also implemented support for HTM in Synchrobench as this
benchmark suite was originally designed to compare synchronization techniques including software
transactions but not hardware transactions. The code used for the hardware transaction and the
software fallback is relatively simple and similar to [15]. Increasing retries from 5 to 15 before acquiring
the fallback lock was found to improve the performance of the HTM implementation [2].
The IBM Power8 consists of 10 cores running at 3.4 GHz up to 8 simultaneous threads each for
a total of 80 hardware threads, 32 GB of memory and gcc v4.9.2. A hardware transaction aborts if
(i) it issues a load or store to a cache line that is in another transaction’s store footprint, (ii) another
thread issues a store to a cache line that is in its load footprint, (iii) a non-transaction load is issued
on a cache line that is in its load footprint, or (iv) the nesting level exceeds 62 [13].
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(b) 215 elements and 1% update
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Figure 2: Throughput of the space-constrained tree and the red-black tree
Figure 2 depicts the throughput as the number of operations per second averaged over four runs of
Synchrobench when executing the red-black tree and our space-constrained concurrent tree with parameters -i{215 , 223 }-r{216 , 224 }-u{0,1,5}-t{1,5,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80}. The universe of
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Figure 3: Cause of aborts for trees with 215 elements and 0% update
the space-constrained tree is set to the range of each experiment, so that the actual number of elements
is the half of the range in expectation [11]. We observe that the performance of the space-constrained
concurrent tree scales to higher number of threads than the red-black tree in all scenarios. As expected,
the larger the data structure as in Figure 2(d) or a higher update rate, as in Figure 2(c) translates into
lower performance. Finally, on a read-only workload and 215 elements, the peak performance of our
tree is 5.01× higher than the peak performance of the red-black tree (cf. Figure 2(a)).
Figure 3 shows a breakdown of the causes of abort in a read-only workload with 215 elements. Also
shown is the number of times the process had to fallback to the software lock to complete a transaction.
We look at three abort reasons: (i) conflict, where two transactions have conflicting read/write sets;
(ii) capacity, where the transaction exceeds the size of the transactional cache structure; (iii) locked,
where the fallback lock has already been locked so the HTM fast path cannot be utilised. There are
significantly fewer aborts in the vEB tree tests at all thread counts compared to the red-black tree.
We observe a drop in the number of capacity aborts at high thread counts for the red-black tree.
This appears related to the increase in conflict aborts which is expected with increasing thread count.
We also see for the red-black tree that the number of conflict aborts increases above one per operation
and above around 40 threads we see the fallback lock acquired for every operation, severely limiting
the performance as in Figure 2(a).
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Conclusion

We explored the use of HTM with a van Emde Boas tree, a type of space-constrained data structure, to
implement an integer set and evaluated its concurrent performance compared to an existing red-black
tree. Our experiments show that we can obtain a 5.01-fold speedup in peak throughput (operations
per second) when run using the HTM implementation of an IBM Power8 processor. Not only does
the peak performance increase, but this peak comes at a much higher thread count when compared to
the red-black tree. Similar space-constrained data structures should be able to be tuned for particular
applications.
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